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Abstract- An image-rich information network is a social media site for uploading images by users which are associated with information about
user, consumer producer, annotations .It uses a combined approach which measures the similarity based on both link based and Content based.
The link based similarity depends upon the social network information like tags, groups and annotation over the images .Content based
similarity considers the image content properties edge, color histogram, texture shape etc. Then, by considering the network structure and
reinforcing link similarity use an algorithm Integrated Weighted Similarity Learning (IWSL) to find both link-based and content based
similarities. The combination of two methods to integrate the social resources and helps to classify the images in image-rich information
networks. It implements a new search engine system to find relevant products from online media
Keywords-Image Retrieval, Information Network,Ranking, Image Mining
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Popular Internet websites such as Amazon.com, Flicker, and
Face book, YouTube, Picasa, etc are also provided with large
amounts of product-related images. Images in social networks
are also used by notations, comments, and other information to
forming heterogeneous image-rich information networks. In
this paper, introduce the concept of (heterogeneous) imagerich information network and the problem of how to perform
information retrieval and recommendation in such networks
using image query. For computing link-based similarity in
weighted heterogeneous information networks uses a fast
heterogeneous minimum order k-SimRank (HMok-SimRank)
algorithm. Then, using an algorithm Integrated Weighted
Similarity Learning (IWSL) to find for both link-based and
content based similarities by considering the network structure
and mutually reinforcing link similarity.iRIN system was
designed to increase speed of Sim-Rank and it can performing
image retrieval in image-rich information networks. Then it
introduce to its extension HMok-SimRank to work on
weighted heterogeneous information networks. Image
similarity can be estimated from image content features, such
as color histogram, edge histogram, Color Correlogram,
texture features, CEDD, shape. For content-based image
retrieval large variety of features are considered and compare
them quantitatively on various tasks such as stock photo
retrieval, personal photo collection retrieval, building retrieval
and medical image retrieval.
II.

RELATED WORK

Based on the proposed algorithm, an efficient product search
system has been implemented for online media.
It searches both semantic & visual relevant products in image
rich information networks.

Similarity Learning (IWSL) to find for both link-based
and content based similarities. It performs the network
Structure and reinforcing link similarity and feature
weighted learning.
Xin Jin [2] presents information about efficient approach
i.e. Mok-SimRank algorithm .It significantly improve the
speed of SimRank, and used an algorithm called kSimRank for both link and content information by
seamlessly integrating reinforcement learning with feature
learning. Similar images are link to same groups and tags
in image-rich information network. It can define the link
based semantic similarity between images. The group
similarity is computed via the similarity of the images and
tags and the tag similarity is calculated via the similarity
of the images and groups they link to each other.
S. Aksoy and R.M. Haralick[3] presents two feature
extraction and decision methods to retrieve images,
Features extraction used variances of gray level cooccurrences and line-angle-ratio statistics constituted by a
2D histogram of angles between two intersecting lines and
Decision method associating with any pair of images
either the class relevant or irrelevant .
T. Deselaers, D. Keysers [4] present, content-based
image retrieval it can extracted on the basis of Feature
(content). Features may include both text-based features
such as key words, annotations and visual features like
color, texture, shape, faces. It uses text based retrieval
estimation in the similarity of words in the context and it
is useful for returning more relevant images.
For image content-based retrieval, most methods and
systems compute image similarity based on the image
content features [3][4]

Xin Jin [1] presented an algorithm Integrated Weighted
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III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In today’s world while accessing any image from search
engine is an important task and also getting relevant images
from data set is also complex task. In base paper get images
through text query but in this project we have get image
through image query and reinforcement on that image also
possible to get relevant images.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

image query and reduce the time complexity. To find
exact images largely by matching the image query with
image metadata.
3. Link Based Similarity
If similar nodes are linked in the network then it computes
node similarity based on the idea that two nodes are
similar Web document search into image search in
network analysis. There is no links explicitly occur in the
image search. SimRank computes the similarity between
each pair of nodes in an iterative fashion.
4. Images Tagging
Same images are likely to link to similar groups and tags
and the link-based semantic similarity are defined
between images. The tags (or groups) of an image are
incomplete and thus cannot fully describe its semantic
meaning.
5. Network Clustering
CBIR Algorithm is used for separate the reliable image. It
replaces the central pixel with the determined values.
which encompassed over the image to rank it consists of a
aperture the pixels in the image area and the median of the
gray levels in the neighborhood of that pixel replaces the
value of a pixel by the median filter ,then it provide the
accurate image.

Fig. 1.System Architecture
The proposed system has a four-layer architecture, as
shown in Figure 1. The lower layer contains an image data
warehouse, and the information image feature analysis and
extraction engines. The intermediate layer builds image-rich
information network and computing link and content based
similarity ranking. The upper intermediate layer is the
functional module layer, which implements the modules
including the ranking information derived from the
information network analysis. The top layer contains an
interface, which interacts with users, responds to their
requests, and collects feedback from users. A main problem in
image recognition and computer vision is to determine the
distance between images.

6. Image Separation and Performance Evaluation
Partitioning the whole large network into small connected
components as subnet works by performing network
clustering .Then run the algorithm on each sub network
and when a new image search, update
the sub network which the new image belongs to.
V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Set Theory

The modules of the proposed work are as follows:
1. Image Uploading
Social networks are accompanied by different images such
images are uploading in the database.Mirflicker dataset are
used for dataset.
2. Relevant Data
Most commercial search engines use textual similarity to
return exact relevant images and then use image (visual)
similarity to search for visually appropriate images. The goal
of image-search engines is to retrieve image results through
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This system can be represented as a set
System S = I, O, C

SimRank;

Where,

6. Update W = W*m+1 by performing feature learning,
using global feature learning or local feature learning;

I=set of inputs O=set of
outputs

7. Search for new top k similar image candidates based
on the new similarity weighting is the optional;

C = set of constraints
Input:

8. New image similarities= Sm+1(i , i’);

Input I = Text Query, One click Feedback Image

9. For all group pairs and tag pairs calculate link similarity
using HMok-SimRank;

Text Query = Text Query1, Text Query 2…

10.} until converge or end condition satisfied.

Text Queryn Output:
Output O = Result

Output: O, Node similarity scores pair-wise.

Result = Relevant Image1, Relevant Image 2,
……….. , Relevant Image n
Constraint:

10. Find g until converge or stop criteria satisfied.
Output: S, pair-wise node similarity

VI. RESULT

C = User should select one image as feedback image to
perform further image
This system used integration algorithm to integrate link-based
and content-based similarities. It depends on two-stage: First
perform HMok-SimRank to compute the link-based
similarities and Second perform feature learning(either GFL
or LFL) considering the link-based similarity to update the
feature weights, and then update the object(node) similarities
based on the new feature similarity
Fig.2. Clusters are generated for Samsung Online
Algorithm 1. Two-Step Method

Input: I, the network of image-rich information.
1. For each object find top K similar candidates;
2. Initialization;
3. Loop {
4. For all image pairs calculate link similarity;
5. For all group pairs calculate link similarity;
6. For all tag pairs calculate link similarity;
7.} until converge or end condition satisfied;
8. Update W = W*m+1 by performing feature learning;
9. Image similarities Updatation.

Fig.3.Image searching for Samsung

Output: O, pair-wise node similarity scores Integrate
weighted similarity learning (IWSL)
This algorithm computes both link based and content
based similarity. It computes content and link reinforcement
style learning with either global or local feature weight
learning. In ISWL the tag/image/ group similarities are
updated until coverage or stop criteria satisfied.
4. Loop {

Fig.4 Result executed after clicking Samsung S6 Edge

5. For all image pairs calculate link similarity using HMok244
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Algorithm 2: IWSL
Input: I, the network of image-rich information

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Fig.5 Graph Generated for Offline &Online Method
1. Construct k dimension -tree (or cv-tree index and LSH)
over the image features;
2. Find top range (or K) similar candidates of each Object
Cluster
3. Initialization of similarity scores;
VII.CONCLUSION
Most social sharing and e-commerce websites used different
search engine to find exact image from image rich
information networks. The algorithm minimum order KSimRank is used to computes weighted link-based similarity
in weighted heterogeneous image-rich information
networks. The Ranking algorithm presents a simple method
for Web search documents into image database to
incorporate the advances made using link and network
analysis. This gives better performance than traditional
approaches and implemented new search engine system
through online media. In future, we can study & performed
how such kind of network structure may beneficial for
various image mining under the concept of heterogeneous
image rich information network and also study computer
vision programs, such as visual categorization ,tag
annotation, and collaborative filtering.
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